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Chapter 4.
Conditions for reactor safety

In the future, nuclear power plants must address the task of regaining the
confidence of society. This chapter will present concrete methods for building
safe nuclear power plants that do not cause serious accidents.

Portrait of reactors that are safe and acceptable to society
The most important issue concerning reactors is safety. For a commercial product

to be reliable and inspire confidence, it must be safe. Nuclear power reactors now
operating in Japan are not so dangerous that they should be stopped, but neither is
the present status satisfactory. The question here is: “What is a safe reactor?”

In 1991, the Mihama nuclear power plant (Fukui Prefecture) was nearly occurring
a severe accident due to the malfunction of Emergency Core Cooling System by the
erroneous closing of feed-water valve. The Japanese government admitted that
severe accidents could occur in Japanese nuclear power plants. The government
should be commended for its honestly, although reports of the accident were initially
concealed. No explanations about the secrecy were offered. The possibility of severe
accidents is not acceptable. Even if immediate improvement is impossible, there
should be a will to resolve the problems. We stress that, in principle, reactors
incapable of causing severe accidents do exist.

The primary considerations for safety are the following.
Generally, the reactor is controlled so that the nuclear reaction rate is kept

constant; the reactor should be kept slightly above criticality. If the reaction rate
becomes too strong, automatic controls take effect. For example, if the reaction
becomes too strong and causes a temperature increase, the reaction is weakened
and the condition returns to its former state, depending on the negative
temperature coefficient of reactivity. If this control does not operate quickly enough,
the control rods (composed of materials with strong neutron absorption) are inserted
into the core to weaken the nuclear reaction.

If the control rods are not effective, the nuclear reaction could escalate. It is
conceivable that the temperature and pressure inside the reactor could increase
enough to break equipment. This could result in loss of coolant and melting fuel. If
the core melts, the nuclear materials could concentrate at one spot and cause an
even more intense nuclear reaction.

A reactor should be designed so that these events cannot occur, even with
equipment failure or reactor breakdowns. The conceivable causes of trouble include
fatigue and chemical corrosion of materials and damage from radiation. Therefore, it
is necessary at the conceptual design stage to choose materials, shapes, and
structures that are hard to damage. The design philosophy should ensure that
accidents do not develop into serious situations. The molten-salt reactor described in
later chapters can be designed to avoid severe accidents like the one at Chernobyl.

There is a possibility of slight radiation leakage during accidents and normal
operation. The radiation exposure in these cases must not exceed the legally
regulated amount. Regulations must prevent exposure to and chemical damage from
the leaked radioactive materials. Stricter protective measures for the public and
plant workers are needed.

Outside the reactor, nuclear materials and wastes are treated, transported for
long distances, and stored. Management systems should establish operational
measures that avoid accidents. In addition, the nuclear power plant has an
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obligation to install security measures that prevent nuclear proliferation and
nuclear terrorism. The fuel cycle design should minimize the quantity and frequency
of handling and transporting nuclear fuel and waste. Terrorism and sabotage
against nuclear facilities and nuclear materials could cause more severe social panic
than actual disasters. Special protective measures are needed in the reactor design
to contain damage. It is important to eliminate the temptations that invite terrorism
and sabotage. The largest temptation is the availability of plutonium and the
problem of nuclear explosives that plutonium makes possible (Chapters 6 and 10).

Carcinogenic properties of plutonium
Once taken into the body, plutonium has the possibility of causing high toxicity

(carcinogenic effect) as an alpha-radioactive element. If taken orally, most
plutonium is excreted because it is not readily soluble in water. Thus, the
carcinogenic effect is small. However, if plutonium is inhaled as an aerosol, the blood
transfers it to the lungs, the liver or the bones, where it can remain for a long time.
The cells in neighboring tissues can be irradiated by alpha rays and become
cancerous, generally after more than ten years.

The reason that plutonium (the alpha-emitter) is regarded as more dangerous
than U-235 and U-238 is its extremely high specific radioactivity (radioactive
strength per unit of mass). The specific radioactivity of Pu-239 is about 190
thousand times greater than U-238, 30 thousand times greater than U-235, 500
thousand times larger than Th-232, and 7 times larger than U-233 [cf. Chap.6])..

Aside from the carcinogenic effect, plutonium has been criticized as a poisonous
chemical. This is a misunderstanding. The chemical toxicity of plutonium in the
general sense is not so different from other heavy metals.

Given its true toxicity, plutonium could be considered ineffective as a terrorist tool.
While its toxicity from inhalation is limited to a latent carcinogenic effect, the
terrorist will never disclose the method or the quantity distributed, because his aim
is to spread terror. Plutonium is easy to transport and difficult to detect (because of
its weak gamma radioactivity). Therefore, its terrorist effect would presumably be
high.

The power station is a public facility
For a nuclear power generation system to become safe enough for wide social

acceptance, it must be successful with respect to the above. Present-day LWRs
require further improvement.

Let me give an additional explanation.
The power station should be a public facility, not a special-purpose factory. It

should be controlled by city hall (like the water supply system). However, the
available real state for nuclear power stations is far from cities in remote areas, like
fortresses. Their remoteness makes them subject to public suspicion. Remoteness is
a contradiction that should be corrected. An electricity researcher commented: “I am
often asked why reactors are not sited near cities. I answer, ‘Why site them where
the land prices are very high?’ Then, everybody understands." If electricity is
transmitted 600 kilometers from Aomori to Tokyo, the power cost will double or
triple due to the expensive (especially high in Japan) capital and maintenance cost
of transmission facility, because Japan is occupied 70% area by mountains.
Therefore, the cost of urban real estate can be easily recovered.
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Proposal for “accelerator-driven sub-critical reactors”
Although somewhat specialized, the “accelerator-driven sub-critical reactor” is

sometimes discussed as a relatively safe nuclear power station. Carlo Rubbia
(former head of the European Organization for Nuclear Research—CERN) and
Nobel laureate) first advocated this reactor in 1993. If hydrogen nuclei (protons)
were accelerated to 1000-3000 MeV and collided with heavy atomic nuclei, many
neutrons would be emitted from the heavy nuclei. Rubbia's idea is to utilize these
neutrons (“nuclear spallation reaction”) to produce useful nuclear materials and
power generation through fission.

In short, Rubbia aims to obtain energy from non-sustained fission (sub-critical).
Although nuclear spallation reactions produce abundant neutrons, they do not
produce much energy, as illustrated in Table 4.1. He intended to improve the safety
of the fission chain-reaction reactors, which have a bad reputation. However, it is
not feasible for a public power station with long-term stability and economic
efficiency requirements to use such a complex, high-performance accelerator, in the
authors' opinion. As described in Chapter 7, safe reactors can utilize sustained
nuclear fission.

This nuclear spallation reaction is very useful because many neutrons are
obtained from it. The applied research of this reaction has a history of more than 50
years, including U.S. military research after World War II and 30 years of
outstanding basic research and development in Canada and elsewhere. Since 1980,
the author has proposed its application for breeding (Chapter 8) without power
generation.

Therefore, the major reactions useful for nuclear energy utilization are nuclear
fission, DT nuclear fusion, and nuclear spallation. A comparison of their major
characteristics is presented in Table 4.1.

The nuclear spallation reaction discovered by Ernest O. Lawrence is good for
obtaining neutrons but not for obtaining energy. It takes more power to run the
accelerator than can be obtained from the reactions produced. It is a net power
consumer. Nuclear fusion, after 50 years of effort, has yet to produce net power, and
predictions of practical power plants are far in the future. Nuclear fusion is not so
advantageous for obtaining energy but is more advantageous than nuclear fission
for obtaining neutrons. Our aim is obtaining energy. For this purpose, nuclear
fission is overwhelmingly advantageous. Nevertheless, fission's neutron production
is not sufficient to breed its own fuel.

The more neutrons obtained, the better are the nuclear reaction efficiency and the
nuclear fuel breeding advantage. On the other hand, the more energy obtained, the
greater is the advantage for the electric power plant—because electricity can be
converted from energy. Accordingly, the strategy that we are going to propose in this
book is to compensate for the weak point of neutron shortage with the nuclear
spallation reactions while taking advantage of nuclear fission for obtaining energy.
This will be explained in detail in Chapter 8 with the necessity of nuclear fuel
breeding. Of course, if nuclear fusion were successful, we would advocate its use in
the role of nuclear fuel breeding.
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